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The Auping Original box spring
create your own perfect basis
The Original box spring is the perfect basis for a perfect start. A box spring with an 
enormous eye for detail. A mesh base and pocket springs are combined in the Original 
box spring to give your body the greatest support.

Depending on your sleep requirements you can create your own Original box spring with 
a mattress or upholstered mattress and top mattress. To top things off you can choose 
from a wide selection of fabrics, colours, headboards, footboards and accessories.

With the ventilating materials in 
each layer of the box spring you 

can be sure of a good night ’s 
sleep for many years to come

Fabric:  
Points 01 Natural

Headboard: 
Dublin
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Your Original box spring will give you all the comfort you could ever dream of.  
You can change its position using the wireless RF remote and find your very 
favourite reading position. The adjustable box spring also gives you extra comfort 
while sleeping, for example when you have a cold or injury. Special fabric holders 
are available to store this remote and they are easily attached to the box spring. 
Naturally these are made in the fabric that suits your box spring best of all.  
Talk about an eye for detail.

Enjoy perfect comfort
both day and night

Reading in bed often?  
Then choose an adjustable box spring 

for added comfort.

Making your bed is 
even easier when 

you adjust the  
box spring

Extra benefit: besides being handy for bed-making, an adjustable box spring is also 
practical when vacuuming under the bed. Also, you will never need to turn or rotate 
an Auping mattress and top mattress because of the special way they have been 
developed. How very refreshing.
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Finish off your Original box spring with a lovely 
headboard and/or footboard. There is a whole 
selection of stylish headboards to choose from. 
Go for the contemporary Dublin design, the 
slender and stylish Dominica or the robust and 
sturdy Nice. Or perhaps the rich and classic 
Portofino or the soft and modern Valencia is 
more your style. The straight and timeless lines 
of the Siena footboard will be a perfect and 
most elegant finishing touch.

Armed in style  
from head to toe Our range of headboards  

and footboards:

Dublin:  
neat and contemporary 
(suspended headboard)

Nice:  
robust and sturdy 
(standing headboard)

Dominica:  
slender and stylish 
(suspended headboard)

Valencia:  
soft and modern  
(standing headboard)

Portofino:  
rich and classic  
(standing headboard)

All headboards are entirely 
upholstered allowing you 

to place your bed wherever 
it suits you

Siena:  
straight and timeless 
(suspended footboard)
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The Criade box spring 
Outstanding in design
The Criade box spring is a real eyecatcher in the bedroom. This box spring stands  
out and can be adapted entirely to your own individual style. The frame is the 
signature feature of this particular box spring, and it is available in a range of  
6 different colours. The fabrics, colours and various head and foot boards can be 
combined right down to the tiniest detail. Allowing you to create your perfect Criade.

Frame: 
Coral red
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A strong start with  
a stylish frame 
The stylish frame is a strong start to the Criade and gives this box spring a real designer look.  
The slender legs create a spacious illusion. And besides, the high frame makes it easier to vacuum 
the floor under the bed. 

Fabric:  
Irregular 36 

Carmine

You can adjust your Criade box spring entirely to suit your needs. You can change its position using the wireless  
RF remote, to find your very favourite reading position or for extra comfort while sleeping. Special fabric holders are 
available to store this remote and they are easily attached to the box spring. Also nice to know: the Auping mattress 
and top mattress have been developed in such a way that you will never need to turn or rotate them. A great bonus!

Choose from 6 frame colours:
Deep black, Sparkling bronze, Copper, 

Cool grey, Coral red, Pure white.
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Your Criade, your creation
Create your own personal Criade with one of the many head- and foot boards. In doing 
so you can make Criade look exactly as you want. Will you go for bright and geometric or 
choose the more atmospheric softly rounded look? It is your Criade, your creation.

Do you wish your box spring to be freestanding  
away from a wall? No problem, all headboards  

are upholstered all over.

Our range of head-  
and footboards:

Headboard: 
plain

Plain:  
Simple and elegant 
head- and footboard 
combination in a neat 
geometric shape

Bend:  
A head- and footboard  
in a neat design with a 
soft bend

Square:  
Head- and footboard 
shaped with elegance  
as a subtle reference  
to the classic designs

Curl:  
Classically-shaped 
headboard with a curl

Cushion:  
This headboard features 
a wonderfully soft and 
comfortable basic shape
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The Kiruna box spring
Comfortable luxury for  
the sweetest dreams 
There is no other like the Kiruna box spring when it comes to luxury and comfort.
You can see it in its luxurious appearance and feel it in the high quality of  
the Kiruna mattresses and top mattresses. Curious to know how that feels?  
Just lie back on the Kiruna box spring and enjoy the heavenly feeling. 

Kiruna mattresses and top mattresses create the perfect combination. 
Both parts can be upholstered in the fabric of your choice. This means 
that you can create a Kiruna to fit your bedroom perfectly. 

Not only can you choose from a wide array of fabrics, you can also  
choose between wool or pure horse hair for the top layer of your top 
mattress. These natural materials offer you a rich feeling.

The Unik mattress has an 
extra rich finish including 

handles and stitching

Headboard:  
Sami

Fabric: 
Points 16 Caramel
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Your Kiruna box spring will give you all the comfort you could ever dream of. You can change its 
position using the wireless RF remote and find your very favourite reading position or for extra 
comfort while sleeping. Special fabric holders are available to store this remote and they are easily 
attached to the box spring. Naturally these are made in the fabric that suits your boxspring best of 
all. Talk about an eye for detail. 

Extra benefit: besides being handy for bed-making, an adjustable box spring is also practical when 
vacuuming under the bed.

Eye for detail
Auping mattresses and top mattresses have been especially developed  
so that you do not have to turn or rotate them. Both are also beautifully 
made with attention and care for details.

Choose an adjustable box spring 
for additional comfort while 
reading in bed for instance

Fabric: 
Coco 158 Niagara
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Unique and generous in every way

Naturally you will wish to create your Kiruna box spring to suit your own individual style. That’s why 
you can choose from two types of headboard and mattress. Whether you opt for the contemporary 
Sami headboard with its slender and stylish look or the classic Unik headboard you can always be 
sure of a super luxurious look and bedtime comfort like never before.

The Kiruna mattresses Sami and Unik stand for ultimate comfort, luxury and the best night’s sleep. The 
mattresses have a special asymmetrical core with 7 zones which adapt perfectly to the contours of your body. 
And with their combination of barrel-shaped and cylindrical springs at two different heights the mattresses 
offer the greatest support, allowing you to turn effortlessly in your sleep.

The Unik headboard can  
be enriched with wooden 

accents on the side

Adapt your mattress entirely to your own style 
and choose the modern Sami mattress without 
piping or the classic Unik with piping, extra 
stitching and handles on the side.

Sami Unik 2120



Dimensions

Available as a single and double box spring in the dimensions:

Single box spring:
Width: 80 cm, 90 cm, 100 cm, 120 cm or 140 cm
Length: 200 cm, 210 cm or 220 cm

Double box spring:
Width: 160 cm, 180 cm or 200 cm
Length: 200 cm, 210 cm or 220 cm

Plain 
Headboard and footboard

Headboards 
and footboards

Bend
Headboard and footboard

Frame colours 

Metal frame with aluminium legs

Square
Headboard and footboard

Cushion 
Headboard

Curl 
Headboard

Accessories

LampPoufs Decorative cushions 

The energy-efficient LED 
reading lamp is easily bent 
to the required position

Our round and square poufs 
are available in a variety of 
fabrics, to suit your box spring

Auping decorative cushions are available in 
a variety of fabrics, to suit your box spring

Pure whiteDeep black Sparkling 
bronze

Cool grey Coral redCopper

Dimensions

Fabrics

Available as a single and double box spring in the dimensions:

Single box spring:
Width: 80 cm, 90 cm, 100 cm, 120 cm or 140 cm
Length: 200 cm, 210 cm or 220 cm

Double box spring:
Width: 160 cm, 180 cm or 200 cm
Length: 200 cm, 210 cm or 220 cm

With the seperable set it is easy to fix together double and single box springs and just as easy to separate the 
two at the foot end. This makes it a simple task to make the bed and clean the bedroom.

There is a variety of legs: round, square and arched. Available in 2 different heights.

Headboard

Accessories

The energy-efficient LED 
reading lamp is easily bent to 
the required position

Lamp

Dublin Dominica Nice Portofino Valencia

Footboard

Siena

Decorative cushionsPoufs

Our round and square poufs 
are available in a variety of 
fabrics, to suit your box spring

Auping decorative cushions are available in 
a variety of fabrics, to suit your box spring

Fabric group A
Uni colored

Fabric group C
Refined weave textures

Fabric group B
Rich effects

Auping Original box spring
The perfect basis

Auping Criade box spring
Outstanding in design

Fabrics

Fabric group A
Uni colored

Fabric group C
Refined weave textures

Fabric group B
Rich effects
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Dimensions

Fabrics

Headboard

Accessories

Lamp

Sami

Decorative cushionsPoufs

Available as a single and double box spring in the dimensions:

Single box spring:
Width: 80 cm, 90 cm, 100 cm, 120 cm or 140 cm
Length: 200 cm, 210 cm or 220 cm

Double box spring:
Width: 160 cm, 180 cm or 200 cm
Length: 200 cm, 210 cm or 220 cm

With the seperable set it is easy to fix together double and single box springs and just as easy to 
separate the two at the foot end. This makes it a simple task to make the bed and clean the bedroom.

There is a variety of legs: round, square and arched. Available in 2 different heights.

Unik

The energy-efficient LED 
reading lamp is easily bent 
to the required position

Our round and square poufs 
are available in a variety of 
fabrics, to suit your box spring

Auping decorative cushions are 
available in a variety of fabrics,  
to suit your box spring

Ultimate comfort is what the Auping box spring is all about. That is why each and every layer plays its part in 
helping you to enjoy an energetic day: our mesh base starts by creating a stable and sustainable basis, and the 
ventilating materials in each layer keep your bed in the best condition making it feel like new each day.

Our top mattresses can be chosen to suit your own personal preferences, as well as being easily washable 
thanks to a zip-off thicking. So you can be sure to climb into a wonderfully fresh bed. Together the layers in the 
box spring and mattresses provide superb support and stability. By choosing an Auping box spring you choose 
an energetic day.

The Auping box spring
Comfort in every layer

Sleep and wake up refreshed 
thanks to the 80% open 

structure of our mesh base

Pocket springs form  
a stable basis and 
offer together with 
our mesh base the 

right support

A duvet that follows  
the contours of your body 
and a pillow that offers 
your neck full support 

The supportive 
materials allow your 
body to recover fully 
during the night, so 
you wake up feeling 

well rested

Choose your personal 
comfort and always 
enjoy a fresh and 

clean bed

Auping Kiruna box spring 
Comfortable luxury

Fabric group A
Uni colored

Fabric group C
Refined weave textures

Fabric group B
Rich effects
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At Auping you can choose 
from three categories  
of fabric:

Fabric group A: uni colored
Fabric group A is our basic collection  
of uni colored fabrics.

Fabric group B: rich effects
Fabric group B contains fabrics with rich effects 
and a luxurious variety in structure and relief. 
Such as Points for example. This fabric is made 
from yarn coming from clothing collections and 
leftover fabric. By reusing such materials we no 
longer need to use up new resources for Points. 
Another way to think and act sustainably.

Fabric group C: refined weave textures
Fabric group C includes soft wools, fine woven 
durable fabrics with refined textures and special 
details from our fabric supplier Kvadrat. Clara, 
for example, combines uncoloured, unbleached 
sheep’s wool with an exceptional blend of bright 
colour accents, while the unbleached, undyed 
woven woollen Molly retains the sheep’s natural 
colour entirely.

Auping works in close partnership with the 
trendsetting and high quality Danish textile 
manufacturer Kvadrat.

All fabrics from the collection 
are of exceptional quality and 
feel lovely and comfortable . 

All fabrics are recyclable and 
produced as sustainable  

as possible .

Your box spring becomes truly yours thanks  
to the fabrics you select. With no less than  
89 fabrics to choose from, you can mix and 
match all colours, fabrics and structures.  
In doing so you can always create the box spring 
that suits you best. Select from 15 colours of 
piping to finish off your box spring beautifully.

Choose your fabric, 
create your box spring
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Be sure of the  
best night’s sleep
All of our upholstered mattresses and top mattresses are carefully aligned  
and can be joined together using a special fixing system. The beautiful buttons 
and loops ensure that the mattress and top mattress stay put and do not slide.

Top mattresses  
are secured using 

pretty, shaped buttons 
and loops.

The mattress  
is prevented from 

sliding thanks  
to velcro. 
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Sleep even better?
Everything is possible with  
Auping pillows and duvets
A great sleep depends on so many different factors.  
In addition to your box spring and mattress, your pillow  
and duvet are also really important. Your pillow should 
support your neck and head, allowing your neck muscles  
to relax entirely. And a duvet that wraps nicely around  
your body will prevent gushes of annoying cold air.  
Auping ensures that you can wake up each morning  
feeling refreshed and full of energy.

A duvet cover not only offers comfort, it also creates a lovely 
ambiance in the bedroom. The Auping collection comes in 
a whole range of designs and colours that blend beautifully 
with the latest fashion and design trends.

Choose the perfect Auping pillow and duvet to suit you
A good night’s sleep also depends on the right room temperature. It should neither 
be too cold nor too warm. That is why Auping pillows and duvets feel light and airy 
and they ventilate perfectly. This creates the perfect temperature, allowing you to 
wake up feeling refreshed.

Your choice of duvet depends on your own personal preferences. Which feeling is 
right for you? Do you prefer to feel warm or a little cooler in bed? You can choose a 
summer or all-year duvet. When the nights get really cold or if you are quick to feel 
the cold then these are easily combined with buttons to create a 4-seasons duvet.

Responsible Down Standard (RDS)
All down products from the Auping range are certified under the Responsible Down 
Standard,so they meet the strictest requirements in animal welfare.
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Royal Auping:
A Dutch success story

In 1888, Johannes Auping, a blacksmith from Deventer, was given the task of making a well-
ventilated bed for the local hospital. He devised and built the very first mesh-base bed in his forge.

This was the start of a great success story that also led to the company being awarded the ‘Royal’ label in 1988,  
one century after this original bed. These days Auping is the Netherland’s largest bed manufacturer and the Auping  
range is sold in over 500 stores, in over 30 countries world-wide.

Box springs for today and for the future
As the market leader Auping is taking its responsibility 
today and for the future. Not because we have to, but 
because we believe that we should. The first steps have 

been taken. We aim for all our manufacturing processes 
to be C2C® by 2020, making Auping the very first  
Cradle to Cradle® company in the Netherlands.  
See www.auping.com/c2c for more information.

Auping nights, Better days
An energetic life starts with a goof night’s sleep

Your Auping will last for a 
long time

You can enjoy a good night’s sleep and 
the feeling of energy for many years. 
Our high quality and ventilating 
materials have been carefully developed 
and will keep your bed in top condition.

A fresh bed each day

A fresh bed feels lovely and 
comfortable. In addition to the 
breathable mesh base and mattress, 
the ticking of the Criade and Original 
top mattress is also washable.

Wake up feeling refreshed

Nothing feels better than starting 
your day full of energy and doing what 
you planned. A great night’s sleep 
helps you do so. Auping’s box spring, 
mattress and top mattress are tailored 
to your body and personal preferences. 
The supporting materials ensure that 
it’s no effort for you to turn over and 
relax. In doing so your muscles will 
recover during the night and you will 
wake up feeling well-rested.

That’s why, every day for more than 125 years, Auping has been working with passion and curiosity towards the ultimate 
sleeping comfort of tomorrow. The emphasis is always on a high level of quality, comfort, design and durability. By doing 
this, we are making every effort to ensure you enjoy night of sleep. This is not something that only affects you at night, 
but during the day as well. This is the very reason we speak of: Auping nights, Better days. 

What makes an Auping night so very special?
An Auping night gives you the rest that you deserve. Your comfortable box spring gives your body the ultimate support. Also, your 
Auping box spring is always lovely and fresh thanks to its ventilating materials and it is easily adjusted to the perfect position.
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Choose your duvet
Prestige Nature
		100% goose down from  

Masuria creating the perfect  
heat insulation

	Silky soft organic cotton ticking
		Available in a summer and all-year duvet 

which can be combined to create a 
4-seasons duvet

		 Holds the Nomite label 

Comfort Nature
		 90% European duck down  

and 10% European duck feathers
	Silky soft organic cotton ticking
		 Available in a summer and all-year 

duvet which can be combined to 
create a 4-seasons duvet

		 Holds the Nomite label

Deluxe Nature
		 100% European duck down
	Silky soft organic cotton ticking
		 Available in a summer and all-year 

duvet which can be combined  
to create a 4-seasons duvet

		 Holds the Nomite label

4

Choose your mattress2

Create the perfect box spring for you
This summary shows the different options when it comes to mattresses, mesh bases, pillows and duvets. This means that the 
Auping range has all it takes to give you a product that suits you perfectly, whatever your personal preferences may be.  
We would be delighted to give you tailored advice to help you put together your perfect box spring.

Tencel®: Offers optimum humidity and temperature-regulating properties.  
Beautifully soft to the touch and highly breathable, giving the perfect sleeping comfort.
Comforel®: These fibre beads retain their shape.

Suprelle® Fresh: Fresh This soft microfibre provides unique heat insulation and the comfort of down.  
It is extremely voluminous, elastic and resilient.
Nomite®: Extremely well-suited to people suffering from a dust-mite allergy.

Explanation of terms

Comfort Synthetic
		Filled with recycled  

polyester fibre
		Silky soft organic cotton ticking for 

the perfect sleeping comfort
 		Available in a summer and all-year 

duvet which can be combined to 
create a 4-seasons duvet

Climat Nature
		100% goose down from Masuria 

creating the perfect heat insulation 
with ventilating climate control zones

		Silky soft organic  
cotton ticking

		 Holds the Nomite label

Comfort Bamboo
		Filled with bamboo and a  

real summer duvet
	Soft organic cotton ticking

Electrically adjustable  
with 2 motors
Back and foot zones can  
be adjusted individually.  
It also bends at the knee.

Flat
No adjustment possible

Electrically adjustable  
with 1 motor
The back zone is electrically 
adjustable. The foot end can be 
adjusted manually to 6 different 
positions.

1

Electrically adjustable  
with 3 motors
Back and foot zones and head 
support can be adjusted individually. 
It also bends at the knee.

Choose your upholstered Original or Criade mattress with top mattress Choose your upholstered Kiruna mattress with top mattress 2 2

Choose your pillow

Comfort Synthetic
		Pillow filled with recycled  

polyester fibre (rPET)
		The ticking consists of 50%  

organic cotton and 50% bamboo

Deluxe Nature
		Pillow filled with 70% duck down  

and 30% duck feathers
		The ticking consists of 50% organic  

cotton and 50% bamboo

Comfort Nature
		Pillow filled with 20% duck down  

and 80% duck feathers
		The ticking consists of 50% organic cotton 

and 50% bamboo
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Prestige Synthetic
		Anatomically-shaped pillow filled with 

Suprelle Fresh and Tencel hollow
 microfibre 
		The ticking is made from polyester and 

Tencel

Deluxe Synthetic 
		Pillow filled with Comforel  

Soft fibre beads
		The ticking consists of 50% organic 

cotton and 50% bamboo

Comfort Latex
		Preformed pillow filled with 50% natural 

latex and 50% synthetic latex and 
featuring ventilation channels 

		Available in soft and medium

Prestige Latex 
		 Anatomically-shaped pillow filled with 50% 

natural latex and 50% synthetic latex 
		Available in soft and medium
		Available in heights: 10, 12, 14 cm

Prestige Nature 
		Anatomically-shaped pillow filled with 90% 

goose down and 10% goose feathers
		The ticking is made from polyester and 

Tencel

Sami mattress
		Plain and modern 
	No piping

Unik mattress
		Rich and luxurious finish
		Includes piping, handles 

and decorative stitching

The Kiruna mattress is a super luxurious upholstered mattress with 7 zones. 
		The mattress features two different types of spring, which are linked: barrel-

shaped and smaller cylindrical springs. Working in harmony these provide the 
perfect support

		7 zones: head – shoulders – waist – hip – upper leg- lower leg – feet

		Your body’s pressure is distributed thanks to the use of horse hair 
		Beautifully shaped buttons and loops are used to secure the mattress and top mattress

		The Latex Pura core not only feels very 
comfortable when lying down  
it also provides extra ventilation

		Kiruna top mattresses are  
not washable

		Height 9 cm

		The top layer is made of cotton and pure horse hair.  
This natural material gives an extra rich and soft feeling.

		The Latex Pura core not only feels very comfortable  
when lying down it also provides extra ventilation

		Kiruna top mattresses are not washable
		Height 11 cm

Upholstered Kiruna top mattress with wool 
Extremely luxurious top mattress featuring a top layer of wool  
and polyester. This gives a delightfully rich feeling and  
perfect ventilation. 

Upholstered Kiruna top mattress with horse hair.
Extremely luxurious top matress featuring a top layer of pure 
horse hair. Finished with detailed stitching and piping.

Choose your Original, Criade or Kiruna box

Comfort mattress
This Comfort mattress satisfies the highest standards 
in support and ventilation and makes Auping sleeping 
comfort an option for everyone
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Deluxe mattress
The Deluxe mattress features 5 zones  
and a pressure distributor to equalize support.

Prestige mattress
The Prestige mattress is a luxury mattress which adapts 
even better to your body thanks to the particularly refined 
shoulder and hip zones for ultimate support.

Comfort top mattress
Top mattress consisting of HF foam for a lovely 
combination of resilience and support.

		The top part can  
be zipped off and  
is therefore easily washed

		Available as a split top-mattress
		Extra ventilating thanks  

to the perforated latex
		Height 8 cm

		Zip-off ticking available  
(at an additional cost)

		Available as a split-top mattress
		Top part can be zipped off  

and is therefore washable (optional)
		The top mattress is easily attached to the mattress 

to ensure that the top mattress does not slide
	Height 7 cm

		The top part can 
be zipped off and 
is therefore easily 
washed

		Available as a  
split-top mattress

		Height 10 cm

3 finishes: 
		Rich 
		Natural 
		Visco: uplifting 

and stable,  
and adapting 
to your body

Prestige top mattress
The Prestige top mattress offers ultimate comfort when 
lying down and the most refined details. There are 3  
different finishes, to suit your own personal preferences.

Deluxe top mattress
Deluxe top mattress made from premium Latex 
Perfo. The perforated latex creates a wonderfully 
soft sense of comfort and is nice and resilient.

		3 zones for hips,  
shoulders and legs.

		Top layer is made of open-structured 
foam to provide the perfect ventilation

		Extra soft shoulder zone 
				5 zones: for hips, lower back,  

head, shoulders and legs
		A pressure distributor above 

the box springs ensures a 
balanced support

		5 zones: for hips, lower back,  
head, shoulders and legs

	 Extra refinement in the shoulder zone  
thanks to the use of Visco. This 
adapts perfectly to the contours of 
your body

	3 support zones
	Latex comfort layer

	5 support zones
	Latex Perfo comfort layer

	5 support zones
	Latex Pura comfort layer
	Standard removable cover

	5 support zones, with extra high pocket springs
	Separate shoulder zone made of Visco material
	Comfort layer made of ventilating Latex Pura for
 a soft and resilient feel
	Standard removable cover

	5 support zones, with extra high pocket springs
	Separate shoulder and hip zone
	Comfort layer made of ventilating Latex Pura for a soft and resilient feel
	Standard removable cover
	The Vivo cover features PCM (Phase Change Material), which helps 
 regulate your body temperature

Inizio mattress
Inizio is the ideal option if you are looking for Auping 
quality at an affordable price.

Adagio mattress
Enjoy superior sleep thanks to Adagio. 5 comfort zones
and a Latex Perfo ventilated comfort layer create a highly 
resilient mattress.

Cresto mattress
Cresto gives your sleep a quality boost thanks to its
5 zones, including flexible shoulder support.

Maestro mattress
Maestro guarantees extremely comfortable sleep with optimal support 
thanks to 5 zones and extra support in the shoulder zone.

Vivo mattress
The top-of-the-range, full-option Vivo is the ultimate choice for anyone who sets 
the highest of standards. Enjoy optimal ventilation and comfort while lying down.
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Discover all the possibilities on auping.com/boxsprings  
or go to your nearest Auping store for some personal advice.

Download the Auping Better Days app now

www.auping.com

Paper from
responsible sources


